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Regular communication with your doctor is important in making informed decisions about your
health care. Consider asking the following questions of your Oncologist.

For All Patients with Lung Cancer
xWhat type of lung cancer do I have?
xWhat is the stage of my lung cancer?
xDo I need additional scans or biopsies in
order to plan my treatment?
xWhat is the goal of treatment?
xAre there any other treatment options
available to me?
xWho will be my Surgeon? My Radiation
Oncologist? My Medical Oncologist?
xDoes my Oncologist have Medical
Residents who will be involved in my care?
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xWho will be my Primary Care doctor?
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xWhat role does my Family Doctor play in
my care?
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For Patients receiving chemotherapy
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xWhat are the names of the chemo agents
and how will they be given?
xIs there a cost for any of them?
xIf so, how can I get help to pay for them?
xHow many treatments are planned?
xHow often and where will I receive them?
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xWhat side effects can I expect?
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For Patients Considering a Clinical Trial

(Continued)

xWhat are my options for standard
treatment?
xWhat other Clinical Trials are available to
me?
For Patients who have completed their
treatment
xWho is my primary Oncologist looking after
my Lung Cancer?
xHow often should I visit my Oncologist?
xWhat tests will I have during my follow-up?
xWhat are the chances my Lung Cancer will
return? If it does, can I receive more
treatment?
xIs there anything more I can do to reduce
the chance that my cancer will return?
Questions to Ask your Family Physician
xWill you continue to be involved in my
care? If so, how?
xDo you have much experience looking after
people with my type of Lung Cancer?
xShould another doctor, other than the
Oncologist, be involved in my care?
xWill you make house calls?

For more information:
Websites:
xCanadian Cancer Society: http://www.cancer.ca.
xCancerNet maintained by the American Society of Clinical Oncology: http://www.cancer.net/portal/site/patient
Lung Cancer Canada.
x1896A Avenue Road. Toronto, Ontario. M5M 3Z8x
xTel: 416-785-3439 (Toronto) x1-888-445-4403 (Toll Free) x 416-785-2905 (fax)
xwww.lungcancercanada.ca (website)
xinfo@lungcancercanada.ca (email)
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Disclaimer:
Information contained in this information sheet is intended for general information only and should not replace professional medical advice, assessment and evaluation. These
resources are not a substitute for the personalized judgment and care of a trained medical professional. Consult a qualified healthcare professional before making any medical
decision or if you have questions about your individual medical situation. Never disregard or delay seeking professional medical advice because of something you have read in
this information sheet.Lung Cancer Canada tries to ensure that the information in this information sheet is accurate and reliable, but cannot guarantee its accuracy or that it is
error free or complete. Lung Cancer Canada does not endorse any product, treatment or therapy, nor does it evaluate the quality of services provided by any organization
mentioned in this information.
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